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BOOK, REVIEW
DHARMA GAIA: A Harvest of Essays in Buddhism and
Ecology. Edited by Allan Hunt Badiner. Parallax Press,
1990. $15.00.
Reviewed by Tony Somlai
Sitting at the kitchen table, staring
out the window ofmy second floor apart­
ment It is one of those crystal clear New
England spring days, the kind seen on
postcards. Looking on to the backyard,
I watch two gray squirrels chasing one
another through the tree branches. Blank
sheets ofpaper lay next to Dharma Gaia,
a book of essays on Buddhism and
Ecology. A pen waits in silence, invit-
ing my review of this work. The squir­
rels already understand ecology, as we
humans search for the words that will
explain ecology.
In a Dharma talk on ecology, Lincoln Rhodes, JDPSN,
said, "Disneyland is easy; now a carrot - that is something!"
He was investigating how humans could make something so
complicated as aDisneyland, but have great difficulties making
something so simple as a carrot. His talk provided insights on
a deep appreciation for the carrot on our plate; an intercon­
nectedness with something so simple and yet impossible to
make. This dichotomy, between simple and complicated,
reflects the difficulty of Dharma Gaia. The book is a
Disneyland of ecology in a world that needs a simple carrot.
Dharma Gaia is a compendium of numerous essays by
twenty-nine different authors. There are some fine, thought­
ful articles with provocative ideas. The topic is timely, and
this is one of the first books to tie together these two subjects.
Unfortunately, with such a diversity of thought the book never
seems to find a consistent focus or primary thread.
Dharma Gaia is divided into six parts: "Green Buddhism,"
"Shifting Views of Perception," "Experiencing Extended
Mind," "Becoming Sangha," "Meditations on Earth as a
Sentient Being," and "A Call to Action."
Part one, "Green Buddhism," gives an historical perspec­
tive of early Buddhist views on nature. The clearest essay is
provided by Chatsumarn Kabilsingh's "Green Buddhism."
Her focus is on the direct and immediate relationship of early
Buddhists with the environment. Teachings from the Buddha
to the Dalai Lama are provided as examples of our ecological
interrelatedness.
The second section, "Shifting Views of Perception," is
particularly confusing and lacks a clear perspective. Joanna
Macy's "The Greening of the Self" is wordy and spends much
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time on the sense of self (the big "1"). Her initial statement
that, "Something is happening to the self!" is an attempt to
make the self something meaningful and central to the issue.
She believes that this self is ". . . being replaced by the
ecological self or the eco-self . . . co-extensive with other
beings and the life of our planet" So, Macy fmds us in the
process of "greening the self." Such jargon confuses Buddhist
teachings regarding the self with New Age concepts. If the
self inherently doesn't exist, what is it that Joanna Macy is
turning green?
David Abraham provides background and insight in ex­
plaining James Lovelock's Gaia Hypothesis (the earth is a
single living entity) in "The Perceptual Implication of Gaia"
However, the heavily emphasized academic conclusions will
leave the average reader wondering if our relationship to the
earth, and ecology, can ever be understood. For example:
These two steps toward a Post-Cartesian epistemology
are remarkably consonant with the Gaia Hypothesis
and the implication that perception itself is a communi­
cation or communion between an organism and the
living biosphere.
So who are we "communing" with as medical waste laps
onto the shores of the East Coast? Will understanding the two
steps lead anyone to action? There is perception, but how does
that perception bring about awareness and compassion? This
solution appeals to the same analytical, logical mind that
created the problem.
Martin Pitt's "The Pebble and the Tide" is the clearest and
most focused piece of the third section, "Experiencing Ex­
tended Mind." Pitt's words are straightforward and cut
through the complexities and confusion of the eco-fog. His
premise is elegant in its simplicity: "Ecology is right here, in
our practice, it is all around and in us." Pitt doesn't distance
humans from ecology. Ecology is not something other, it is
this moment. For Pitt, "Ecology is right here." Understand
this and the self-made line between humans and the planet dis­
appears. He clarifies this further with, "Morality, then, is not
a question of piously doing the right thing but of being (and
hence doing) what we truly are." This is the perspective from
which humans can develop an active and participatory rela­
tionship with the environment
Part four, "Becoming Sangha," has two well-developed
essays: Sulak Sivaraksa's "True Development" and Ken
Jones' "Getting Out of Our Own light." Sivaraksa's searing
statement, "For the most part, materialism diminishes the
quality of human life and fosters violence," aggressively
forces a review of our relationships with all humans. It is the
stick, to the ego, leading to an awakening that, "cultivation
must fast develop from within."
Jones' essay investigates Buddhism's possible contribu­
tions to a spirituality that is both ecologically and socially
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grounded. His activism is apparent throughout his writing, and his knowledge
is based on involvement with planetary social issues. He questions Buddhist
practitioners who involve themselves with "ethnically unproblematic issues"
,
rather than "with the militant wretched of the Earth (especially close to home),
and with the structural violence of our social system." Is it safer to save the
whales than to clean up our own backyards? Jones asks us to get dirty, par­
ticipatory and engaged with the realities of this earth rather than the "safer"
and "cleaner" aspects of ecology. Ken Jones' meaningful analysis may be to
engaged Buddhism what Ken Wilbur's writings have been to transpersonal
. and Buddhist psychology.
Part five, "Meditations on Earth as a Sentient Being" ends with Allen
. Ginsberg's "Do the Meditation Rock." Ginsberg's poem is the jewel of the
book, no matter whether you read it down or across.
Part six, "A Call to Action," is the focal point of Dharma Gaia Aitken
Roshi's "Right Livelihood for the Western Buddhist" brings the notion of
engaged Buddhism full circle. He quotes Zen teacher Yung-chia, "We are
here only briefly, and we are parts of each other." What more would be needed
in understanding our relationship with this planet?
Dharma Gaia has essays clear like space and essays cloudy as mud. The
book has many paths; some will lead to action, some to understanding, and
others will lead to further words and confusion.
It is my turn to cook tonight's meal. As I head off to the
grocery store I remember to bring along my two recycled
paper bags. The squirrels are still playing tag and the cardinals
have left for a bit. As I leave the backyard, I begin to think
about what I will prepare for this evenings's meal. Carrots
seem appropriate. Carrots, now that would be something! 0
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Ji Kwang Dae Poep Sa Nim, spiritual teacher for the
European sangha, has established guidelines for her students
to become Bodhisattva monks and nuns. Single people vow
to live amonastic style life for six years; during this time they
may continue their career, but otherwise focus themselves
wholly on practice and do not have any sexual relationships.
This training is powerful because one must maintain an
ascetic practice while being confronted with the temptations
and desires that come with living in society. After six years,
the Bodhisattva monk or nun is eligible to take the traditional
monastic vows.
Married couples may also take Bodhisattva monk or nun
precepts if they are grounded in practice and have a harmoni­
ous relationship. They do not engage in the ascetic part of the
training, but commit to use the love and happiness they have
to help others.
Dae Poep Sa Nim has also revised the requirements for
becoming traditional monks and nuns. To do so (unless one
is already a Bodhisattva monk or nun), one must first be in
training as a "Haeng-Ja," A Haeng-Ja works only for the
temple and sangha, and takes a vow of celibacy. After three
years, he or she is eligible to take full monastic vows. 0
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